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virtual CD-ROM/DVD-ROM drives.Spring/Summer 2015 Collections: Shimmer and Geometry
Overview Spring/Summer 2015 Collections: Shimmer and Geometry Change’s arrival was greeted by
two incredibly exciting lines at Saint Laurent in London – the first from the house’s seventh label
Rejuve, and the second from the house’s newest sister label Haute Couture. Fashion insiders, street
styleers and pop culture figures from a range of industries gathered to see the results, ranging from
the ultra-glamorous to the more wearable. A blizzard of bright colours, shimmering fabrics and the
geometric designs we’ve come to expect from the Parisian fashion house filled the atelier,
representing the new movement into the autumn/winter collections. Here are the top looks of the
week. Brigitte Bardot Girl THE LOOK: A fabulous example of an A-line flare, Bardot Girl is a street
style icon that has reached all-time highs in the current market. The Bardot Girl trend has garnered
a slew of accessories, including sunglasses and more bright and colourful overalls, aiming to up the
summery appeal of the silhouettes. THE PRODUCTS: To create this flattering, flattering summer
piece, Bardot Girl’s silhouette is instantly recognisable in a palette of wonderful greens, yellows and
bright pinks and purples. The added statement piece is a white-and-yellow-striped scarf that’s been
perfectly matched to the Bardot Girl to give the aesthetic of the top a distinct edge.WASHINGTON --
The NHL's Players' Association could take legal action against the league if it believes there is
substantive changes to its collective bargaining agreement that have not been previously disclosed,
union head Donald Fehr said Saturday. Fehr was asked about the legal challenges to the CBA on the
annual Players' Association meeting in Calgary, Alberta, and said that each scenario
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